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This invention relates to sheet driving and aligning 
mechanisms, and more particularly to an improved mech 
anism embodying means for driving sheets at a substan 
tially constant forward velocity and translationally at an 
oblique angle during their alignment laterally against a 
registration edge. 

It is now common practice to imprint, on bank checks, 
magnetic ink code indicia to identify the account number 
and other numerically coded information. This indicia 
is imprinted at a prescribed distance from the lower longi 
tudinal edge of the check. So that the read means will 
scan the proper area of the check, the checks must be 
aligned against the reference edge before they pass the 
read means. 

In aligning apparatus currently being used, it is cus 
tomary to employ a caster wheel with a surface of high 
friction material that is driven by a drive roll having 
a surface of low friction material. The caster wheel is 
spring~biased to swivel through a preselected cocking angle 
toward a registration edge against which the checks are 
to be aligned. When no check is in the bite between the 
caster wheel and drive roll, the roll drives the caster 
wheel such that it is skewed only slightly toward the 
registration edge by the action of the bias spring. As 
soon as a check enters the bite, the forces on the check 
become unbalanced. The caster wheel promptly swivels 
through said cocking angle and remains cocked until it 
has moved the check obliquely toward and into regis 

While the caster wheel is cocked, 
its velocity is reduced because of the skewed drive. The 
forward component of velocity of the caster wheel and 
hence of the check is reduced to a value equal to their 
normal terminal velocity multiplied by the square of the 
cosine of the cocking angle. This reduction in forward 
velocity of the checks during aligning undesirably tends 
to decrease the spacing between the check being aligned 
and the succeeding check and hence causes a risk of hav 
ing insufficient time between checks for computing and 
selection and results in a rejected document for spacing 
reasons in a machine such as a bank-check reader/ sorter, 

Since checks are 
of random varying widths and lengths, the time required 
to align a check and also the ratio of the aligning time 
to the driving time after alignment will vary. Hence, 
the variable gaps created as a result of aligning cannot 
reliably be increased merely by driving sheets faster after 
alignment. 

Moreover, arrangements heretofore proposed employ 
a single caster wheel or else several caster wheels that 
are serially arranged along the transport path. Because 
the caster wheels must be of narrow width, they make 
substantially only point contact with the sheet. When 
the check is under control of a singular caster, the checks 
are free to ?shtail. Because of this possibility of ?sh 
tailing, machines must be designed to permit suf?cient 
check travel along the transport path to assure accurate 
aligning. 

It is therefore among the objects of this invention to 
provide an improved sheet driving and aligning mech 
anism, wherein: 

(a) Alignment time is reduced, permitting alignment 
to be completed with shorter travel along the transport 
path. 
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(b) Fishtailing is eliminated. 
(c) The spacing between sheets after alignment is not 

affected by the amount of initial misalignment of the 
respective sheets. 

(d) The reliability of a machine is increased because 
it is no longer adversely affected by the degree of initial 
misalignment of the sheets causing document spacing 
rejects. ' 

(e) Sheets of varying random lengths, widths and 
thicknesses can be aligned against a stationary or moving 
registration edge. 

(1‘) As the caster wheel wears, each caster wheel will 
be maintained biased down against the corresponding 
drive roll with a constant preselected normal force; and 
upward movement of the caster wheel is clamped to limit 
bounce and vibration. 

According to these objects, the improved sheet driving 
and aligning mechanism comprises a pair of caster ele 
't?lliS, each resiliently biased through a preselected cock 

ing angle and toward a registration edge against which 
sheets, such as checks, are to be aligned. Each caster 
element cooperates with a frustro-conical or beveled sur 
face of a respective driven roll to provide two bites which 
are spaced transversely along a line generally perpen 
dicular to the registration edge. Thus, after a sheet 
enters these transversely spaced bites, the sheet will always 
be pinched and driven at two vspaced points. This will 
assure that the sheet will be driven translationally at an 
oblique angle toward the registration edge for rapid align 
ment thereagainst without ?shtailing. 
Each caster wheel is carried by a caster arm that is 

movable in an are relative to a vertical spindle. Hence, 
as the cocking angle increases, each caster wheel will 
ride on progressively increased diametral portions of the 
corresponding beveled drive roll, thus increasing the 
actual peripheral speed of the caster wheel and hence 
of the check. However, the taper of the beveled surface 
and the effective length of the rockable caster arm are 
so selected that the actual or resultant velocity of the 
check will vary as necessary to maintain the forward 
component of velocity of the caster wheel and-hence of 
the check substantially constant at a preselected value. 
This value corresponds to the total peripheral velocity 
of the check in the forward direction after alignment. 
Hence, during alignment, the forward velocity of the 
check is substantially equal to the total velocity of the 
check after alignment. 
The foregoing and other objects, features and advan 

tages of the invention will be apparent from the following 
more particular description of a preferred embodiment of 
the invention, as illustrated in the accompanying draw 
ings, wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a side elevational view, partly in section, 
of a sheet driving and aligning mechanism embodying 
the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a section view, partly broken away, taken 
along line 2-—-2 of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a front view, looking in the direction of 
arrow 3 in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 4 is an enlarged view, partly in section, of the 
caster wheel and its support structure shown in outline 
in FIG. 3; 
FIG. 5 is a sectional view taken along the line 5--5 

of FIG. 4; 
FIG. 6a is a curve showing how the forward and later 

al components of caster wheel and sheet velocity vary 
with variation in the cooking angle of the caster wheels 
when driven by a frustro-conical driven roll and by an 
unbeveled cylindrical driven roll, whereas FIG. 6b is a 
diagram graphically de?ning the various elements de 
picted on said curve; 
FIG. 7 diagrammatically shows the aligning action ob 
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tained when a single caster wheel is used as proposed in 
the prior art; and 
FIG. 8 shows the improved aligning action obtained 

by use of two transversely spaced caster wheels accord 
ing to a feature of the present invention. 

Description 
As shown in FIGS. 1~3, the sheet driving and aligning 

mechanism embodying the invention comprises a pair 
of transversely spaced caster wheels 10, each having a pe 
ripheral surface that is formed of high friction material 
and rides on a beveled low friction surface 11 of a frustro 
conical driven roll 12. As illustrated in FIG. 1, each roll 
12 is driven by a respective shaft 13. These shafts 13 
are parallel and so disposed that the beveled surfaces 11 
and caster wheels 10 will provide two transversely spaced 
bites lying substantially within a common plane. Above 
and below this plane are closely spaced upper and lower 
guide plates 14, 15. Suitable openings are provided in 
these plates to permit the respective caster wheels 15! to 
contact the corresponding surfaces 11. 
As illustrated, each drive shaft 13 is suitably journaled 

in a bearing provided in a corresponding ?xed bracket 
16. Also, each shaft 13 is preferably separately driven 
through a respective belt 17 and associated pulley. 

Each caster wheel it) is rotatably mounted on a shaft 18 
that is carried near one end of a laterally offset caster 
support arm 19. Near its respective other end, each arm 
19 carries a spindle 20 (FIG. 5) that projects upwardly 
into bearings 21 that are housed in a bore or socket 22 in 
a housing 23. A nut 24 (FIG. 5) is screw-threaded onto 
the upper end of each spindle to prevent axial movement 
of the spindle and caster wheel relative to the housing 
23, but permit rotation of the spindle and hence arcuate 
movement of the caster wheel relative to the spindle. A 
pair of helical springs 25 are provided, each anchored at 
their respective ends to the corresponding housing 23 and 
to a lug forming part of the arm 19. Each spring 25 
biases the corresponding arm 19 and hence caster wheel 
10 clockwise, as viewed in FIG. 2, through a preselected 
cocking angle 0 to the cocked position indicated by brok 
en lines in FIG. 2. This cocking angle is de?ned by 
lateral contact of a stop lug 26 (FIG. 5) on each arm 19 
with a corresponding stop surface (not shown) provided 
by each housing 23. Each stop lug 26 is adapted to con 
tact a respective stop surface 27 provided by each housing 
to de?ne a straight-ahead position of the caster wheel 16. 
This assures that the caster wheel cannot swing in a 
“negative” direction, thereby positively preventing the 
check from rebounding off the aligning edge. 

Referring now to FIGS. 4 and 5, a pair of constant 
force-type helical springs 30 are provided. Each spring 
30 is connected at one end to an ear on the corresponding 
housing 23 and at the other end to a corresponding sta~ 
tionary member 31. As illustrated, this spring is of the 
type known as a “Flexator” spring, which is made and 
sold by Hunter Spring Company. Each spring 30 acts 
to bias the corresponding caster wheel Ill with a constant 
normal force toward contact with the beveled surface 11 
of the corresponding driven roll 12. The biasing action 
of each spring 30 is constrained to act in a substantially 
vertical direction by virtue of the guiding action of a cor 
respoding control or guide link 32. Each link 32 has 
one end secured, as by screws 33, to the corresponding 
housing 23; and at its other end it is rockably fulcrumed 
on a stud 34 carried by the corresponding stationary 
member 31. 

Since a high normal force provides good acceleration 
but poor aligning and, conversely, a low normal force 
provides poor acceleration but good aligning, the value of 
normal force must be carefully selected to provide opti 
mum acceleration and aligning. This preselected value 
'of normal force should then be maintained constant. 
This requires not only a constant force~type spring. such 
‘as the spring 30, but requires a spring rate near zero 
since wear of the caster wheel must not alfect normal 
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force. The natural frequency of the aligner assemblage 
10, 23, in the vertical direction varies directly with the 
square root of the spring rate. Hence, a spring rate of 
zero means Zero natural frequency. But, with high 
speed operation, severe vibration would then occur when 
a check entered under the caster wheels 10. It is there 
fore necessary, for high speed operation, to employ a 
high natural frequency ‘and hence a high natural spring 
rate, in order to limit bounce and vibration. 

Accordingly, a damping control mechanism 35 is as 
sociated with each caster wheel 10 to insure that a con 
stant downward or normal force will be exerted on each 
caster wheel throughout the useful life of the wheel, 
and upward movement of the caster wheel will be damped 
effectively. 
Each mechanism 35 is preferably disposed within a 

hollow cover or casing 36 (FIGS. 4, 5) that is secured, 
as by screws 37, to an arm 33 formed integrally with the 
corresponding stationary member 31. A'vertically disposed 
cylindrical locking rod 39 extends downwardly through 
a guide bore 463 through each ?xed arm 38. Each rod 39 
is held stationary, such as by a set screw 4.1. Teach rod 
39 projects concentrically downward through a corre~ 
spending retaining cap 42 and into a bore provided in a 
corresponding friction locking member 43. Extending 
concentrically downward from the upper end of each 
member 43 is a tapered counter bore 44 with a predeter 
mined taper angle. The exterior of each cylindrical rod 
39 and the wall of each corresponding tapered counter 
bore 44 de?ne respective annular conical chambers, each 
containing a ring of steel locking balls 45. Each retain 
ing cap 42 overlies the upper end of the corresponding 
member 43 and encloses the large end of the ball-receiv 
ing chamber. A helical spring 46 encircles each rod 39 
and is interposed between the corresponding arm 38 and 
the upper end of the associated retaining cap 42. This 
spring exerts a very light downward bias force on the 
cap 42 to maintain the balls 45 within the corresponding 
chamber. A damping spring 47 encircles the lower end 
of each rod 39 and is interposed between the lower 
end of each member 43 and a spring seat formed in the 
upper end of the corresponding housing 23. Each damp 
ing spring 47 has a high natural frequency and ‘hence a 
high spring rate, and is normally uncompressed. 
With the damping mechanisms 35 just described, the 

high rate of damping springs 47 will extort a downward 
force on the corresponding housings 23 and hence on the 
associated caster wheels 10 only when said housings at 

In other words, the constant force 
type springs 39 act through the respective housings 2.3 to 
exert a constant downward or normal force; however, 
movement of the caster wheels and housings in the up 
ward direction is permitted, but is effectively damped by 
the high rate damping springs 47. As the caster wheels 
10 wean-the housings 23 will move correspondingly down 
ward a slight degree. This will permit the light bias 
springs 46 to shift the retaining caps 42 and hence the 
members 43 downward a corresponding extent without 
compressing the damping springs 47; but rods 39 will 
be held stationary by screws 41. If a caster wheel ft) is 
replaced, the member 43 can be elevated to its initial 
starting position by concurrently rotating it and pushing 
it upward. Upward movement of each member 43 rela 
tive to the stationary rod 39 is possible because of the 
difference between the static and kinetic coefficients of 
friction; i.e., the balls 45 have a lower coe?icient of fric 
tion when rolling than when at rest. 
As illustrated, the sheet driving and aligning mechanism 

is employed to align checks, such as St), against a moving 
registration edge 51. This moving registration edge is 
defined by a radial shoulder of a ?anged portion or rim 
of an aligning drum 52. Drum '52 is rotatable by a shaft 
53 that is journaled in a back plate 5% and driven by 
suitable means (not shown). However, while it is desir 
able, it is not essential for purposes of the present inven 
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tion that the registration edge be de?ned by a moving 
member. 

Operation 
Assume initially that driven rolls 12 are being driven 

at equal velocities by their respective drive belts 17; that a 
check 50 is being pinched at two transversely spaced 
points corresponding to the bites de?ned between each 
caster wheel and its respective tapered drive surface 11; 
and that one longitudinal edge of the check 50 has al 
ready been aligned laterally against the registration edge 
51, which edge, it will be noted from the drawings, ex 
tends in a direction generally perpendicular to a line run 
ning through said transversely spaced points. 
Under the assumed conditions, the various components 

will assume the respective positions in which they are 
shown in FIGS. 1 to 5 of the drawings. It is to be noted 
that, because of the driving action of the corresponding 
rolls 12, each cocking bias spring 25 will be stretched 
somewhat to an abnormal position, as shown by solid 
lines in FIGS. 1 and 2. When in this position, each caster 
wheel 10 rotates in a plane substantially parallel to the 
registration edge. However, when in a normal position, 
shown by dotted lines in FIG. 2, each caster wheel will be 
disposed at the preselected oblique angle 6 to the registra 
tion edge 51. ‘ 

After the aligned check 50 leaves the bites of the caster 
wheels 10 and the rolls 12, the next check 50a (FIG. 2) 
will enter said bites. As this time, the right-hand longi~ 
'tudinal edge of check 50a will be spaced from the regis 
tration edge 51 as shown in FIG. 2. 

Since the bites of ‘wheels 10 and rolls 12 lie on a line 
which is generally perpendicular to the registration edge 
51, the leading edge of the check 50a will (unless 
skewed) enter both bites substantially simultaneously. 
Thus, the check will be pinched and driven at two trans 
versely spaced points simultaneously, as shown in FIG. 
8a. As soon as the check 50a moves between the caster 
wheels 10 and the drive rolls 12, the rolls will no longer 
drive the caster wheels and hence will not longer main 
tain them substantially parallel to the registration edge. 
Actually, the caster wheels will immediately swived 
through the prescribed cocking angle 0 due to the bias 
force exerted by the respective springs 25. In so doing, 
they will assume the positions shown in dotted lines in 
FIG. 2 and also shown diagrammatically in FIG. 8b. 
As each caster wheel 10 is thus swiveled, or cocked, 

it will swing in an are relative to the corresponding spindle 
20. This will shift the bite or point of contact of each 
caster wheel 10 with its corresponding roll 12 rightward, 
as viewed in FIGS. 1 and 2. This, in turn, will cause 
each caster wheel to contact a larger diameter portion 
of the beveled drive surface 11 of the corresponding drive 
roll 12. The increased peripheral velocity of this larger 
diameter portion will, of course, cause a corresponding 
increase in the actual or resultant velocity of the particu 
lar caster wheel. However, the frustro-conical surface 
11 of each drive roll 12 is beveled at an angle which is 
calculated, for a prescribed length of caster arm 19 
and cocking angle 0, to maintain for the caster wheel 
and hence for the check a forward component of velocity 
VX that is substantially equal to that obtained when the 
cocking angle is zero and the check is fully aligned. 
For example, as shown in FIG. 6a, if the caster 

wheels assume a selected cocking angle of 20“ during 
alignment, the forward component of velocity Vx of 
the check during alignment will be equal to the normal 
terminal velocity of the check after alignment. Vy rep 
resents the lateral component of velocity of the check 
obtained during alignment at various cocking angles. 
Thus, while each caster wheel 10 is cocked, the beveled 
surface 11 increases the resultant velocity or actual 
velocity Vr of the caster wheel 10 to that degree necessary 
to maintain the forward component of velocity VX of 
the caster wheel and hence of the check substantially 
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6 
constant. By way of comparison, the curves Vx' and 
V,,' represent the curves obtained when a conventional 
cylindrical (non-beveled) drive roll is used instead of 
the beveled or frusto-conical drive rolls herein proposed. 
It will thus be noted that, with non-beveled drive rolls, 
the forward component of velocity V,,' of the caster 
wheels and hence of the check will drop off as soon as 
the caster wheels are cocked even a slight degree. 
As shown in FIG. 8b and c, the check 50a is advanced 

without ?shtailing and translationally‘ at an oblique angle 
toward the registration edge 51. As soon as the check 
becomes aligned against edge 51, the springs 25 will 
be stretched as the caster wheels 10 again are driven 
in a direction generally parallel to said edge, as shown 
in FIG. 80!. Of course, if the check should be slightly 
askew as it approaches the position shown in FIG. So, 
it will not be pinched at the two transversely spaced 
points at the same instant. In such case, the check may 
tend to pivot for a split second until the check has moved 
forward enough to be gripped at the two spaced points. 
After that, it will be moved translationally without ?sh 
tailing toward edge 51. 

By way of contrast, when a check is pinched in con 
ventional manner at only one point, the check will tend 
to ?shtail or pivot as shown in FIG. 7, until it ?nally 
becomes aligned. This means that a greater distance 
must be provided along the transport path to reliably ac 
complish alignment. With applicant’s arrangement, how 
ever, alignment is achieved in a shorter distance without 
?shtailing, as shown in FIG. 8. 
While the invention has been particularly shown and 

described with reference to a preferred embodiment 
thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the 
art that changes in form and details may be made there 
in without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. Mechanism for aligning sheets and driving them 

forward along a registration edge, comprising 
a drive arrangement including caster means and end 

less drive means providing at least one bite for 
receiving and driving sheets relative to said edge, 

means for cocking the caster means while a sheet is 
within the bite to cause the caster means to direct 
such sheet toward said edge, and 

means forming part of said arrangement for auto 
matically varying the peripheral speed of the caster 
means as necessary during driving of each sheet to 
maintain the forward component of velocity of each 
sheet substantially constant despite variations in the 
degree of cocking of the caster means. 

2. Mechanism for aligning sheets and driving them 
forward along a registration edge, comprising 

a drive arrangement including a plurality of pairs of 
caster means and corresponding endless means pro 
viding a corresponding plurality of sheet-receiving 
bites arranged substantially in a line generally at 
right angles to the registration edge, 

means for cocking each caster means to substantially 
the same preselected angle while a sheet is within 
the bites, to cause all caster means to act coopera 
tively to direct such sheet obliquely and transla 
tionally without ?shtailing toward said edge, and 

said endless drive means automatically varying the 
peripheral speed of each caster means as necessary 
to maintain the forward component of velocity of 
the sheet substantially constant irrespective of the 
degree of cocking of each such caster means. 

3. Mechanism for aligning sheets against and driving 
them forward along a registration edge, comprising 

drive means providing a surface wherein points near 
one lateral edge thereof are driven faster than those 
near the opposite lateral edge thereof, 

a caster coacting with said surface to provide a sheet 
receiving bite, and 
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means for resiliently cocking said caster through a pre 
selected angle, 

said surface being so Ico‘n?gur‘ecl and disposed relative 
to ‘the caster that, when ‘the caster is cocked, it will 
ride on a portion of said surface between said lateral 
edges having a higher linear velocity than the por 
tion ridden on when uncocked so as to maintain the 
forward component of velocity of the sheet substan 
‘tially constant. 

. 4. Mechanism for aligning sheets against and driving 
vthem forward along a registration .edge comprising 

a drive roll having a beveled surface, 
a caster cooperating with said surface to provide a 

sheet-receiving bite, and 
means for resiliently cocking said caster through a ‘pre 

selected angle, 
said beveled surface ‘being ‘so disposed and con?gured 

that, as ‘the cocking angle of the caster increases, 
the caster will ride on progressively increased diam 
eter portions of said beveled surface rotating at 
progressively increasing velocities and thereby main 
tain the forward component of velocity of the sheets 
substantially constant during alignment and sub 
stantially equal to the total forward velocity after 
alignment. 

‘5. Mechanism according ‘to claim 4, wherein 
the coef?cient of friction of the beveled surface is less 
than the coe?icient of friction of the drive-roll-en 
gaging surface of the caster. 

6. A sheet driving and aligning mechanism comprising 
means providing a registration edge, 
rotating drive means, 
a .pair of caster elements cooperating with vsaid drive 
means to provide bites which are transversely spaced 
along a line generally perpendicular ‘to said registra 
tion edge, and . 
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8 
means for resiliently cocking each caster element in 

dependently at substantially the same predetermined 
angle oblique to said edge so as to drive said sheets 
toward said registration edge without '?shtailing. 

7. A mechanism according to claim '6, wherein 
‘the registration edge-providing means provides a mov 

ing registration edge which moves generally in the 
direction imparted to the sheets by the driven means,‘ 
and wherein the driven means tend to drive the 
sheets in a direction parallel to said registration edge. 

8. A mechanism according to claim v6, wherein 
the rotatably driven means comprises a pair of rolls, 

one contactable by each caster element, said rolls 
having beveled drive surfaces so con?gured that, 
as the cocking angle ofeach casterelement increases, 
such element will ride on a progressively increased 
diameter part of the corresponding roll, said part 
being so beveled as always to maintain the ‘forward 
component of velocity of the'sheet substantially con 
stant both during and after alignment. 
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